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Non Toxic Revolution
Poster Design
Illustration
Non Toxic Revolution is an organization whose main
goal is to inform people about the toxic chemicals we
are exposed to in our everyday life. It is a sister organization
to the more known Keep-A-Breast foundation. These
toxins are known to cause cancer and therefore there
is a need for a series of call to action-posters that
would gain the organization a wider audience. These
four posters are inspired by the graphics of the red
revolution era. All the posters rely heavily on Red and
Black with its serious tone and call for attention. With
this project I focused primarily illustration and ways
to create movement throughout the posters.
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California African
American Museum
Logo
Brand Identity
Typography
Wayfinding
Promotional Campaign
The California African American Museum’s
mission is to research, collect, preserve, and
interpret for public enrichment the history,
art, and culture of African Americans with
an emphasis on California and the western
United States. Me and my team redesigned
their brand with an emphasis on colors and
pattern. This is noticeable in the flexible
logo, which can take on a square, as well as
a vertical or horizontal form. The brochure
is designed around a featured artist for
a set period of time. This edition features
Monica Stewart, whose artwork make up
the graphics used, except for the logo and
its background pattern, and the next edition
will feature another artist, with the graphics
containing his/her artwork.
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Bombardier
Recreational Products

Annual Report
Illustration
Infographic
Editorial Design
This is an annual report made for Bombardier Recreational
Products, or BRP. BRP specializes in motorized recreational
activities, such as snowmobiles, jet skis, ATVs, CanAms, tractors, and bandwagons. Their brands include
Ski-Doo, Lynx, Sea-Doo, Can-Am, Evinrude, and Rotax,
as well as engines for karts, motorcycles, and recreational
aircraft. Since BRP is image-heavy in both their printed,
and digital media, I saw it as a challenge to not have
any photos at all. So the design relies heavily on
typography and illustration to maintain visual interest
throughout the spreads. The annual report has somewhat
of a minimalistic layout with the larger typography and
a few, but strong, vector graphics serving as the main
focal points.
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Orange International
Street Fair

find y
ou

r

Inner
Flavor

Brand Identity
Wayfinding
Iconography
Typography

o r a n g e i n t e r n at i o n a l s t r e e t fa i r

The Orange International Street Fair takes place every year, and every year
they have new theme. The theme for 2020 will be “Find Your Inner Flavor.”
The idea is for the visitors to find whatever makes them happy, whatever
makes them attend the fair, whether it being connecting with other cultures
or just enjoying the food and activities. The concept is that of exploration, the
two target personas in the poster are exploring the world beneath them, a
world represented by the Orange International Street Fair. The color scheme
is meant to mimic a sunrise, a visual associated with happiness and hope.
The wayfinding brochure relies heavily on, apart from the schedule on the
backside, iconography to let people know where to go.
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Image Editing
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coasters based on influential past design movements.
Every week I studied a new movement, starting with
the Victorian Age, through Art Nouveau, Sachplakat,
Modernism,

Constructivism,

Bauhaus,

American

Modern, Swiss International Style, Post Modernism,
and contemporary design (with an emphasis on the
90’s). To be able to show some continuity between the
works I decided to advertise telephones from each era
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ShakeOut
Data Visualization
Social Media Content
Infographic
GIF
The Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills is the leading
organization in emergency management and disaster
preparedness communities, as well as in schools and
other institutions and companies. The infographic
shows the growth of the organization from its start in
2008 to 2017. Each staple in the diagram represents
one year. Placed below each staple is each of every
region, shown in yellow, that started participating that
specific year. Regions added previous years remain
on the list in blue to create a negative staple of words
to accompany the above numeric staples. A map with
the participating regions highlighted in red shows a
more geographically visual presentation of how the
organization has grown since the start. The GIF design
is a rhyme encouraging people to participate in the
upcoming drill.
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Omnia
UI/UX Design
Brand Identity
Logo
Omnia is a new app that takes social media connection to the next
level. Instead of having to switch between apps on your phone, you
can now access them all within the same app. You can choose
which social media platforms you want to connect to your Omnia
app, as well as other applications such as Google Drive, Amazon,
or Yahoo to name a few. You can chat with your friends through
Messenger just a click away when scrolling through your Instagram
feed or exploring Pinterest. Essentially Omnia is there to gather
all the information you need in one place, as well as saving time
between clicks, and also clearing up some visual space on your
phone. The layout is simple, when clicking on a certain app you get
taken to that apps familiar interface, and you can explore everything
within the app as usual, the taskbar at the bottom helps you navigate
within that app, and everything at the top navigates within Omnia.
The icons have been reduced to one color to keep the layout clean
of junk. It is a breath of fresh air compared to the color chaos you
see on the feed in every app. Omnia is a portal to the world, it is the
launching site for you to explore and from this portal you can easily
go back and forth between any destination you may chose.
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Red Thinker Light
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Process

Andre Brewery
Illustration
Package Design
Typography
Andre Brewery is a microbrewery from Sweden based
on my personal roots. It produces beer with a Viking
touch playing on the conception that Vikings were
heavy drinkers and had a lot of feasts incorporated into
their culture. The labels all have the same character, me
as a heavy bearded Viking, in different poses drinking
Andre beer. The background of the label is the door
to Valhalla. If you come across the door to Valhalla it
means you are going to have a good time, same as
when you drink this beer. The colors go in Gold, Silver,
and Bronze since Vikings were very keen on appearance
and often wore jewelry. Blue was added to the gold because
Sweden’s main colors are blue (along with yellow), and
red because the main colors of Norway and Denmark
are red, and lastly green because all three nations that
make up Scandinavia mainly consists of wide green
fields and deep forests.
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Ditu Diu
Packaging Design
Brand Identity
Iconography
Illustration
Logo
Ditu Diu is a men’s cologne brand that are launching
6 new fragrances. The name “Ditu Diu” is Latin and
means “Enrich (or make wealthy) for a long time,”
which is what every fragrance of this launch will do.
Every package differs in color according to the
fragrance. Every fragrance has its own Latin name
with a meaning. Cruentus Cupio = I Want Blood,
Aurora Borealis = Northern Lights, Aureus Virtus
= Golden Bravery, Aqua Vitae = Water of Life, Deus
ex Machina = Help from god (unexpected help), and
Pinus Silva = Pine Forest. The branding focuses on
color to differentiate between the products, as well as
individual graphics, made similar in style but in different
forms, relating to the name of the fragrance.
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Pattern Design
Image Editing
Photo Manipulation

Comet - Typeface
Typeface Design
Something people might not know is

These patterns follow a theme of tints

that comets are full of colors. When

and shades of a cool blue and a warmer

you see them as a dot in the sky it

red. The patterns can be seen as an

is not as obvious, but comets have a

extension of my identity, they are based

wide spectrum of mostly cool colors.

on me and my personal taste. Inspiration

Each stroke in this typeface is made up

comes from psychedelic patterns form

from a single shape resembling a comet.

the 60’s, as well as the vibrant colors

Comets as a shape naturally have a

from the 80’s and 90’s, all time periods

lot of movement, which translates

with fashion and music that I adore.

perfectly into this type design with

The goal was to reach the standard of

each stroke appearing as a single brush

the beautiful patterns of Björn Borg

stroke made up of several colors.

menswear, and particularly their
underwear collection. Björn Borg is
notorious for the vast diversity and
playfulness in their underwear patterns.
With this project I got to execute what I
know in color theory, as well as photo
manipulation.
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